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Today we are updating the Emerging Markets 50 (EM 50), which tracks companies operating in emerg-

ing market (EM) economies. Eligible countries include Brazil, Chile, China, Columbia, Greece, Hungary, 

India, Indonesia, Mexico, Poland, South Africa, South Korea, Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey, the United Arab 

Emirates (UAE), and a few others. For years now, the US has been outperforming the broader EM sec-

tor. However, with the FOMC now raising rates, valuations of US stocks coming into question and a 

questionable domestic growth environment, investors may be looking for alternative opportunities out-

side of the US.  

When they talk about ‘lost decades’ in the stock market, the performance of EM stocks provides a text-

book example.  Last Friday (6/17), the iShares MSCI Emerging Markets ETF (EEM) closed at $39.67.  

About ten years ago, on 6/18/12, the ETF closed at $39.07. That’s a 10-year price gain of just 1.5%. Over 

that same period, SPY gained 172.2%. In the early years after its launch, EEM steadily outperformed SPY 

right through the end of 2007. From that point forward, EEM’s performance versus SPY has been disas-

trous with underperformance in ten of the last fourteen years! By the time COVID hit in early 2020, 

EEM had fully erased all of its historical outperformance versus SPY, and after a brief bounce in the sec-

ond half of 2020, EEM resumed its underperforming ways, reaching its point of maximum underperfor-

mance since inception on 3/15/22, the day before the FOMC’s first rate hike. Since then, EEM has out-

performed the S&P 500 by 9.5 percentage points. Since 2003, EEM has had a beta of 1.2 relative to SPY 

and has averaged an absolute daily change that is 43 basis points higher than SPY. 

The zero-interest rate policy/disinflationary environment that has generally prevailed in the post-GFC 

era clearly hasn’t benefitted EM equities, but now that the US appears to be emerging from a period of 

ZIRP to one of rising rates, could EM equities deserve a second look? 
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Emerging Markets: Higher Growth Potential 

Given their relatively low income levels and less mature economies, EM countries have room to grow in 

terms of innovation, quality of life, and their economies. Take China for example; it is easier to double 

average annual income from a low base of around $10,000 (China) than it is to double an average in-

come of $65,000 (US).   To illustrate the more rapid growth rates of emerging market economies, below 

we show rates of GDP growth for four major emerging markets and the US from 2000 to the start of 

2020—right before the pandemic hit.  Emerging markets were hit harder than the US by this once-in-a-

generation event, but when looking to gauge their future growth, the pandemic period is not a good 

benchmark.  Instead, we think a better approach would be to compare rates of growth in the years 

leading up to the pandemic. 

As shown in the chart at right, from 2000 through 

the end of 2019, GDP per capita in the US grew at a 

slower rate than the four leading emerging market 

economies. Per-capita income grew almost ten-fold 

in China, while India, Brazil, and South Africa saw 

growth of 373.9%, 137.3% and 97.9%, respectively. 

Over that same span, per capita GDP in the US in-

creased less than any of these countries at 79.7%.  

Emerging markets tend to be much more volatile 

than advanced economies.  Below we show the relative strength of GDP growth in the four countries 

listed above versus the US.  Despite much stronger overall growth from start to finish, resource-centric 

economies like Brazil and South Africa really weakened beginning in 2011 as commodities peaked.  
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Emerging Markets: Stronger Dollar Improves Growth Outlook 

In addition to higher long-run GDP growth per capita, emerging markets can benefit from the rising dol-

lar. On a YTD basis, the US Dollar Spot Index is up 7.2%, which is an extremely strong move in FX land. 

This has wide spanning effects on 

the macro level, as imports be-

come cheaper for the US and ex-

ports become more expensive. 

This is due to the fact that it simp-

ly requires more of a foreign cur-

rency to get the same amount of 

dollars, and vice-versa. This puts 

emerging market economies in a 

strong position, as they can ramp 

up sales to the US, or any other 

country that relies on the dollar 

as a medium of exchange.  

Although the US Dollar has moved higher against the vast majority of currencies, the move has not 

been unanimous. In fact, the Mexican Peso has gained against the dollar over the past year. However, 

the other five countries with the highest weightings in our Emerging Market 50 have seen their curren-

cies depreciate against the dollar, with the largest moves coming from USD/South African Rand and 

USD/Indian Rupee. It now takes 11.0% more South African Rand to get one dollar than it did a year ago. 

As per the Indian Rupee, this figure stands at 5.7%. These two countries are poised to benefit from the 

recent moves in exchange rates, as both finished goods and commodities appear more attractive for US 

importers. This holds true for the vast majority of countries covered by our index, as well. 

 

Bloomberg US Dollar Spot Index: Last 10 Years
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Emerging Markets: Higher Risks 

While emerging market economies should experience higher growth rates over the long term, they also 

tend to be accompanied by more volatility and large swings. Every economy varies in terms of its size 

and focus, and especially within emerging markets, each one faces its own set of inherent risks. As cur-

rent headlines make clear, Russian stocks have been decimated due to international sanctions following 

the invasion of Ukraine and have since been removed from the MSCI Emerging Market index. In China, 

regulatory actions by the CCP and delisting risks along with the country’s zero-COVID policy have nega-

tively impacted Chinese equities over the last several months, although the recent tone from the gov-

ernment has indicated the possibility of a friendlier tone. Like their Russian counterparts, Chinese 

stocks could also be negatively impacted if President Xi ultimately decides to invade Taiwan. 

Country-specific risks are not limited to Russia and China. Taiwan faces the risk of falling under a com-

munist regime, Brazil is expected to shift left after its upcoming elections, Hong Kong is facing ever-

increasing pressure from the Chinese Communist Party and risks losing the ability to self govern, and 

South Korea recently lowered their growth outlook due to supply chain bottlenecks, inflation and rising 

rates. In addition to these specific near-term risks, each country faces unique geopolitical risks over the 

long-run. Emerging market economies tend to have more volatile political situations and less estab-

lished rules of law, putting emerging markets investing far out on the equity risk spectrum. As of late, 

investors have not been compensated for this elevated level of risk. 
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Due to the growth opportunities available in emerging market countries, the list below shows 50 US 

traded ADRs that appear to have solid fundamentals, have shown above average levels of growth, and 

are headquartered in emerging market countries. We aimed to identify companies that are expected to 

see revenues grow at a strong pace over the next twelve months, as well as over the last three years.  

Likewise, these companies must have 

also either seen EPS accelerate over both 

the last year and three years or be posi-

tioned to recover substantially as COVID 

headwinds ease. Some of the companies 

are COVID recovery plays, while others 

have seen benefits from COVID-induced 

trends. In terms of fundamentals, we 

generally looked for companies that 

trade at lower multiples than their US 

counterparts, with a few notable excep-

tions. We also wanted to make this list 

relatively diversified in terms of regional 

and sector exposure, but it is not perfect-

ly diversified and is only meant as a 

starting point to do additional research.  

Two changes were made to the basket 

since it was debuted in late March. 51Job 

was replaced with Daqo New Energy 

(DQ), as 51Job was taken private at $61 

per share. D Market Elektronik (HEPS) 

was also removed due to its market cap 

falling below $300 million and was re-

placed by Banco de Chile (BCH). The new 

additions are highlighted on the table to 

the right. 

For a brief description of each company 

listed, please see pages 8 through 16.  

Ticker Name Country Sector Price

DESP Despegar.com Argentina Cons. Discret. 8.47 0.60 -14.20

PAM Pampa Energia Argentina Energy 19.73 1.14 -2.16

AFYA Afya Brazil Cons. Staples 10.18 0.96 -34.95

AZUL Azul Brazil Industrials 7.99 0.90 -40.91

BAK Braskem Brazil Materials 14.48 5.98 -26.69

LND Brasilageo Agriculture Brazil Cons. Staples 5.00 0.52 -0.76

PBR Petrobras Brazil Energy 10.95 72.00 24.50

STNE StoneCo Brazil Technology 8.86 2.76 -47.51

VALE Vale Brazil Materials 14.20 74.04 9.73

BCH Banco de Chile Chile Financials 18.10 9.28 24.64

SQM Sociedad Quimica Chile Materials 89.28 24.19 89.21

BABA Alibaba China Cons. Discret. 117.62 326.18 1.29

BIDU Baidu China Technology 151.34 52.68 2.47

DQ Daqo New Energy China Technology 67.21 5.24 74.50

JD JD.com China Cons. Discret. 64.01 106.00 -0.83

NIO Nio China Cons. Discret. 24.08 39.56 -25.25

NTES NetEase China Comm. Svcs. 93.60 63.47 -4.29

YUMC Yum Brands China China Cons. Discret. 43.84 19.39 -7.19

CIB Bancolombia Colombia Financials 34.18 8.45 11.13

EC Ecopetrol Colombia Energy 11.03 23.46 -4.25

DAC Danaos Corp Greece Industrials 62.02 1.34 -11.82

SBLK Star Bulk Carriers Greece Industrials 24.26 2.63 27.91

FUTU Futu Holdings Hong Kong Financials 52.94 8.44 32.64

MLCO Melco Resorts Hong Kong Cons. Discret. 6.11 3.00 -39.39

HDB HDFC Bank India Financials 57.81 106.40 -11.66

IBN ICICI Bank India Financials 18.37 63.33 -7.98

INFY Infosys India Technology 18.67 78.41 -25.55

RDY Dr Reddy's Labs India Health Care 55.92 9.22 -15.33

RNW Renew Energy Global India Energy 6.40 2.52 -19.34

TTM Tata Motors India Industrials 26.67 18.76 -18.04

WIT Wipro India Technology 5.49 29.85 -43.65

TLK Telkom Indonesia Indonesia Comm. Svcs. 27.59 27.16 -1.85

AMX America Movil Mexico Comm. Svcs. 20.53 65.29 -3.01

CX Cemex SAB Mexico Materials 3.89 5.68 -43.02

IBA Industrias Bachoco Mexico Cons. Staples 44.25 2.21 5.04

TV Grupo Televisa Mexico Comm. Svcs. 8.70 4.86 -7.38

JMIA Jumia Nigeria Cons. Discret. 7.09 0.69 -39.39

BAP Credicorp Peru Financials 124.91 9.93 5.38

GRAB Grab Holdings Singapore Financials 2.89 10.54 -61.50

SE Sea lmtd Singapore Comm. Svcs. 80.47 42.74 -65.87

GFI Gold Fields South Africa Materials 9.54 8.69 -10.37

SBSW Sibanye Stillwater South Africa Materials 10.73 7.58 -12.15

SRGHY Shoprite Holdings South Africa Cons. Staples 13.34 7.89 2.67

CPNG Coupang South Korea Cons. Discret. 12.91 22.40 -56.74

KB KB Financial Group South Korea Financials 38.65 15.78 -16.43

LPL LG Display South Korea Technology 5.95 4.28 -40.79

TSM Taiwan Semiconductor Taiwan Technology 85.92 446.35 -27.75

FN Fabrinet Thailand Technology 83.21 3.04 -30.32

YALA Yalla Group UAE Technology 4.26 0.62 -37.26

DLO Dlocal Uruguay Financials 30.73 8.26 -21.52

The Emerging Market 50: 6/27/22 (Prices as of 6/24)
Market 

Cap ($ bn)

YTD Total 

Return (%)
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As mentioned on the previous page, the Emerging Markets 50 aims to be relatively diversified across 

geographies and sectors. The index is equally weighted, and no single country has an allocation over 

14% of the index (7 stocks). Additionally, no single sector has a share of over 18% (9 stocks). India, Chi-

na and Brazil were the countries with the largest share of companies on the list, while Consumer Discre-

tionary, Technology and Financials represent just over half of the total index when aggregated. 

EEM, which tracks the MSCI Emerging Markets Index, has a 30% concentration in China and 16% of the 

ETF is Taiwan-domiciled companies, which are both higher than the weighting in the Emerging Market 

50. South Korea’s weight in EEM is higher as well, but the Emerging Market 50 has higher exposure to 

India, Brazil and Mexico.  

On a sector basis, the Emerging Market 50 has greater exposure to Consumer Discretionary, Consumer 

Staples, Industrials, Energy, and Materials compared to EEM. However, our index is underweight Tech-

nology, Financials, Health Care, and Utilities relative to EEM. 

EEM Sector Diversity: 6/24/22
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Over the last five quarters, the stocks that make up the Emerging Markets 50 have narrowly outper-

formed the iShares MSCI Emerging Markets ETF (EEM) on an equally weighted basis. In late January/

early February of 2021, emerging markets were coming off of a dramatic uptick in valuations, which was 

followed by a continued selloff that is yet to reverse course. Over the last five quarters, the Emerging 

Market 50 is down 22.8% while EEM has dropped by 24.6%. On a YTD basis, the Emerging Market 50 

has traded down by 14.6% while EEM has shed 16.8% of its value. The top performers of our basket on 

a YTD basis include Sociedad Quimica (SQM), Futu Holdings (FUTU) and Bancolombia (CIB), which have 

gained 77.0%, 22.3% and 8.2% as of Friday’s close (6/24), respectively. All performance figures include a 

68 basis point expense fee for both EEM and our Emerging Market 50 (as does the chart below). 

The Emerging Markets 50 is more volatile than EEM, as it has a standard deviation that is 112 basis 

points higher than EEM over the last twelve months (as a percentage of current price). In addition, the 

average absolute daily percent change for our Emerging Market 50 has been 1.3%, whereas EEM has 

averaged a daily move of 97 basis points. The beta of our basket relative to EEM is 1.2, which means it 

has historically outperformed during rallies and underperformed during declines. The correlation coeffi-

cient to EEM over the same time period has been 0.92. If historical trends playout (no guarantee), the 

Emerging Market 50 would likely to outperform on any rebound in emerging market stocks due to a 

higher beta and standard deviation. Based on the historical correlation coefficient, we would not expect 

a divergence in terms of direction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Emerging 50 is provided for educational and informational purposes and does not represent an actual invest-

ment strategy. Securities included in the index should not be construed as buy or sell recommendations. The 

Emerging 50 is not personalized advice because it does not take into account an investor’s individual needs. As 

always, investors should conduct their own research when buying or selling individual securities and seek profes-

sional advice when needed. Readers of the information contained in this report should be aware that any action 

taken by the viewer/reader based on this information is taken at their own risk. Bespoke representatives or clients 

may have positions in securities discussed or mentioned in its published content. 

*Hypothetical performance shown includes a hypothetical annual fee of 0.68%. Dividends are not  included.
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Emerging 50 Components  
 

Despegar.com (DESP)  - Argentina 

DESP provides travel-related services (operating similar to Booking.com) in Latin America and is based 

out of Argentina. Coming off easy comps, DESP saw revenue growth of 117% y/y in the most recent 

quarter, and sales have grown by an average of 23.3% annually over the last three years. This is a recov-

ery play as the stock is trading at 1.6 times LTM sales with have further room for recovery. Analysts ex-

pect sales to grow by 49.3% over the coming twelve months. 

 

Pampa Energia (PAM) - Argentina 

PAM is the largest provider of energy in Argentina. In the most recent quarter, revenues rose 53.7% y/y 

as the region began to recover from pandemic headwinds and realized prices moved higher. On a three 

year basis, annual revenues have risen by an average of 26.2%. EPS have grown by 70.7% annually over 

the last three years, and PAM’s current price to sales ratio is 0.7. 

 

Afya (AFYA) - Brazil 

AFYA provides educational products and services to the medical industry in South America, particularly 

in Brazil. The stock currently trades for 16.5 times earnings and 2.5 times LTM sales. In the latest quar-

terly report, revenues increased 43.6% y/y, and over the last three years, sales have grown at an aver-

age rate of 76.0%. 

 

Azul (AZUL) - Brazil 

AZUL is a Brazilian airline, offering both passenger and cargo transportation services. The stock trades 

for just 0.4 times sales and still has room to recover from the impacts of the pandemic.  In the most re-

cent quarter, sales grew 74.9% y/y. The average three year sales growth is 16.7% annualized, and oper-

ating margins in the latest fiscal year turned positive. 

 

Braskem (BAK) - Brazil 

BAK manufactures and distributes a variety of chemicals and energy-resources across the Americas and 

Europe. Products include polymers, propylene, benzene, butene, and liquified petroleum gas. BAK was 

significantly impacted by the pandemic, but in the most recent quarter, revenues spiked 17.8% y/y. The 

stock trades less than 0.3 times sales, and the forward P/E is just 5.2. 

 

Brasilageo Agriculture (LND) - Brazil 

LND generates the vast majority of its revenues through agricultural products, including grains, sugar, 

cotton, cattle and more. The company also offers real estate services for agricultural properties in Bra-

zil. In the most recent quarter, revenues increased by 89.9% y/y, largely due to price increases. Over the 

last three years, EPS have grown at an average annual rate of 51.9%. The stock offers an attractive yield 

and has posted strong return figures over the last several quarters. 
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Petrobras (PBR) - Brazil 

PBR is a state-owned multinational energy company that is headquartered in Brazil. The company en-

gages in drilling, refining, processing and transportation of crude oil, utilizing both onshore and offshore 

fields. PBR currently trades for 6.1 times earnings and 0.8 times sales. In the most recent quarter, reve-

nues grew by 64.4% y/y. Over the last three years, annual sales have grown by an average of 17.9%. 

 

Stone (STNE) - Brazil 

STNE is a technology company that helps merchants engage in e-commerce transactions through a vari-

ety of channels. The company essentially helps digitize businesses in Brazil and South America, and 

most customers are small to medium sized businesses. STNE currently trades at 13.1 times earnings and 

sales grew 134.2% y/y in the most recent quarter. The three year average sales growth is much lower at 

45.8%. STNE trades at 2.3 times LTM sales with relatively strong operating margins (32.1%).  

 

Vale (VALE) - Brazil 

VALE is a multi-national materials company focused on metals and mining.  This company is one of the 

largest iron ore and nickel producers in the world, and last quarter revenues declined by 17.6% y/y. In 

the last three years, sales have grown at an average of 30.5% annually, and the stock trades at 1.4 times 

LTM sales. Earnings per share have grown 92.6% annually over the last three years, and the stock trades 

at 3.9 times forward earnings. 

 

Banco de Chile (BCH) - Chile—Added in this quarter’s update 

BCH is a large Chilean bank that provides financial services to corporations, small and medium sized 

businesses and private clients. In the most recent quarter, revenues rose by 39.1%, which is higher than 

the average sales growth over the last three years (6.3%). The stock trades 2.3 times LTM sales and 9.3 

times forward EPS. The rising rate environment can help expand operating margins, which were already 

strong in the latest fiscal year at 41.8%.  

 

Sociedad Quimica y Minera de Chile (SQM) - Chile 

SQM is a materials company based out of Chile that happens to be one of the world’s largest producers 

of Lithium but primarily distributes plant nutrient products. In the most recent quarter, revenues in-

creased by 282.2% y/y, but revenue has risen by an average of just 12.3% over the last three years. The 

company currently trades for 5.8 times LTM sales. SQM generates 60% of its revenues from the agricul-

tural chemicals segment and 21% from precious stone mining. 

 

Alibaba (BABA) - China 

Similar to Amazon.com (AMZN), BABA generates 81% of its revenue from ecommerce, 9% from infra-

structure software and 5% from logistics services. Unlike AMZN, the stock trades at a much lower valua-

tion, trading as 14.8 times earnings and 2.3 times LTM sales. In the most recent quarter, revenues in-

creased by 8.9%, which is below the three year average annual growth of 31.6%. EPS have grown by 

47.5% annually over the last three years. 
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Baidu (BIDU) - China 

BIDU is often referred to as ‘the Google of China’. The company generates the majority of its revenues 

through search and advertisements but has made considerable investments into artificial intelligence 

and autonomous driving. BIDU currently trades for 30.5 times earnings and 2.7 times LTM sales. In the 

latest quarter, sales increased by just 1.0% y/y, lowering the three year average annual sales growth to 

7.0%. 

 

Daqo New Energy (DQ) - China —Added in this quarter’s update 

DQ manufactures critical components for solar panels, including monocrystalline silicon and polysilicon. 

The global clean energy transition provides unique growth opportunities for DQ, as the company is es-

sentially a pick-and-shovels play. In the most recent quarter, revenues rose by a whopping 400.0% and 

EBITDA improved by 544.2%. The average annual sales growth rate over the last three years now sits at 

85.9%, and the stock trades for just 1.1 times sales and 2.4 times forward EPS. 

 

JD.com (JD) - China 

JD is a Chinese e-commerce company with exposure to retail infrastructure as well. The company offers 

anything from electronics to furniture and luxury goods, thus providing diversified exposure to the Chi-

nese consumer. In the most recent quarter, revenues grew by 18.0% y/y, bringing the three year aver-

age annual growth to 27.3%. The stock trades for 87.0 times forward earnings and 0.7 times LTM sales. 

Operating margins were weak in the latest fiscal year, coming in at just 1.0%. 

 

Nio (NIO) - China 

NIO is the leading producer of EVs in China and has also formed a partnership with BIDU to develop 

their autonomous driving technology, but this is still ways away from becoming commercially available. 

The stock trades 6.4 times LTM sales, and sales grew by 24.2% in the most recent quarter.  

 

NetEase (NTES) - China 

NTES provides video games, communication services and ecommerce solutions to the greater China re-

gion. 74% of revenues are generated through the video game segment, with the rest coming from wire-

less communications. In the most recent quarter, revenues grew by 14.8%, which is just a few percent-

age points below the three year average. The stock trades for 24.6 times earnings and 4.5 times LTM 

sales. 

 

Yum China (YUMC) - China 

YUMC operates restaurants within China, including KFC, Taco Bell and Pizza Hut. Sales have been heavi-

ly curtailed by pandemic-related headwinds, and any change in China’s ‘COVID zero’ policy would pro-

vide tailwinds for the stock. The average annual sales growth over the last three years is 5.9% and the 

stock currently trades 34.9 times earnings and 1.8 times LTM sales. 
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Bancolombia (CIB) - Columbia 

CIB is a financial services company based out of Columbia servicing both retail and corporate clients. In 

order for banking activity to increase, the median income and economic activity amongst Colombians 

must rise, so this play is only for those bullish on the country’s development.  The stock trades at 1.3 

times LTM sales, but three year average annual sales growth is quite modest at 3.3%. Sales are ex-

pected to rise by 15.0% over the coming twelve months. 

 

Ecopetrol (EC) - Columbia 

EC competes in the energy sector, generating 50% of its revenue from oil refining and 45% from explo-

ration. In the most recent quarter, the booming price of oil helped the company realize revenue growth 

of 88.7% y/y, but average annual revenue growth over the last three years is lesser at 19.5%. The stock 

trades for 0.9 times LTM sales, and earnings have grown by 386.2% annually over the last three years. 

 

Danaos Corp (DAC) - Greece 

DAC operates in the marine bulk shipping industry. The company has seen more modest growth than 

SBLK, but valuation multiples reflect this fact. In the most recent quarter, DAC saw revenue increase by 

74.0% y/y, raising the three year average annual growth rate to 16.7%. DAC trades for 1.4 times earn-

ings and 1.8 times LTM sales. Although sales are expected to rise by 16.3% in the coming twelve 

months, EPS is expected to decline by 46.6%, likely due to an anticipated decline in container rates. 

 

Star Bulk Carriers (SBLK) - Greece 

SBLK conducts bulk marine shipping for customers across the globe. In the most recent quarter, reve-

nues grew 80.0% y/y, raising the three year annual average to 38.8%. Although the company has seen 

strong growth over the last year, the stock still trades for just 3.3 times earnings and 1.7 times LTM 

sales.  Given the volatile nature of the shipping industry, investors apparently don’t expect this level of 

growth to be sustainable, as both sales and EPS are expected to decline in the next 12 months. 

 

Futu Holdings (FUTU) - Hong Kong 

FUTU is a wealth management firm based in Hong Kong. The company has experienced strong growth 

due to the friendly market environment and a wealthier clientele. Over the last three years, revenues 

have grown at an average rate of 119.2%.  FUTU trades for 23.7 times earnings and 8.7 sales, and ana-

lysts expect sales to rise by 17.9% over the next 12 months. 

 

Melco Resorts (MLCO) - Hong Kong 

MLCO has exposure to gambling and leisure travel in Asia and Europe and is a reopening/recovery play. 

The company generates 85% of its revenue from the casinos & gaming segment, with the remainder 

generated from lodging. In the most recent quarter, revenues declined by 8.5% y/y as COVID re-

strictions reemerged. Over the last three years, the average annual sales growth has been a decline of 

14.3%. The stock trades for 1.4 times LTM sales. 
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HDFC Bank (HDB) - India 

HDB is India’s largest private sector bank and one of the largest banking institutions in the world. The 

company offers its services to individuals and corporations in India, Bahrain, Hong Kong and Dubai. Be-

cause of the bank’s limited geographical exposure, there is upside potential through penetrating inter-

national markets. In the latest earnings report, revenues grew 17.2% y/y, which is above the three year 

average annual growth rate of 10.7%. EPS have grown at an average annual rate of 18.2% over the last 

three years. The stock trades 16.6 times forward EPS. 

 

ICICI Bank (IBN) - India 

IBN offers retail, wholesale and treasury banking services to individuals and corporations and also offers 

a variety of insurance products. Over the last three years, sales have grown at an average annual rate of 

20.4%, while EPS have grown by 95.1% per annum on average. The stock trades 16.0 times forward EPS. 

In the most recent quarter, sales declined by 1.8% y/y.  

 

Infosys (INFY) - India 

INFY offers consulting, outsourcing and technology services to corporate clients around the world. In 

the most recent quarter, revenues grew by 18.5% y/y, boosting the three year average annual growth 

rate to 13.9%. This company is well established, so investors should not expect superior growth com-

pared to the broader industry. The stock currently trades for 22.2 times forward earnings and 4.8 times 

sales. Operating margins are relatively strong at 23.2%. 

 

Dr Reddy’s Laboratories (RDY) - India 

Based out of India, RDY manufactures and distributes pharmaceuticals and offers pharma-related ser-

vices. The company primarily distributes global generics for both OTC and prescription medications. In 

the most recent quarter, revenues rose by 15.0% y/y, which is more than the three year average annual 

rate of 11.7%. The company trades for 20.9 times forward earnings and 3.2 times LTM sales. Over the 

last three years, margins have been expanding as the average annual growth rate of EPS is higher than 

sales growth at 19.3%. 

 

Renew Energy Global (RNW) - India 

RNW is an India-domiciled company that produces and distributes renewable energy. The company has 

an asset base of more than 10 gigawatts, thus making it India’s largest renewable energy producer. The 

stock trades just 3.4 times LTM sales, and revenue grew by 37.1% y/y in the most recent quarter. Ana-

lysts currently expect the company to post EPS of $0.12 over the next 12 months, implying a price to 

forward earnings multiple of 53.1. Although this appears steep, analysts expect sales to grow by 48.1% 

in the coming twelve months. 
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Tata Motors (TTM) - India 

TTM manufactures and distributes automobiles, which is an industry that has faced significant head-

winds from the semiconductor shortage. TTM recently unveiled its electric vehicle plans, but the com-

pany has seen sales contract by an annual rate of 2.2% of the last three years. TTM trades for just 0.5 

times LTM sales, but recovery is going to be needed as India emerges from the pandemic for this stock 

to grow. TTM also faces competitive threats from international auto manufacturers. 

 

Wipro (WIT) - India 

WIT is a relatively diversified Indian company, offering IT, biotech, and business process consulting ser-

vices. However, the company’s revenues are highly concentrated in the IT segment (87%), but this can 

be seen as a benefit for a company that competes in an emerging economy. In the latest quarter, reve-

nues rose by 28.4% y/y, which is substantial for a company trading at just 2.8 times LTM sales.  

 

Telkom Indonesia (TLK) - Indonesia 

TLK offers telecommunications and network services with a primary focus on Southern Asia. 55% of rev-

enues are generated from wireless networks, while 45% originate from the wireline segment. In the 

most recent quarter, revenue grew by 3.7% y/y, which is above the three year average annual sales 

growth rate of 3.1%. The stock currently trades for 2.7 times sales and offers a yield of 3.8%. TLK is a bet 

on the economic development of Indonesia, as it controls the majority of telecom infrastructure in the 

region. 

 

America Movil (AMX) - Mexico 

AMX offers telecommunication services in Mexico. 16% of revenues are currently generated through 

the TV & radio segment, and 84% originate through the wireless communications segment. AMX has 

growth opportunities through GDP per capita expansion and increased wealth per citizen within Mexi-

co. However, recent earnings performance has been weak as the company saw revenues rise by just 

2.4% y/y in the most recent quarter. Over the last three years, AMX has seen revenue grow at an aver-

age annual rate of –5.9%. However, EPS have grown at an annual rate of 60.5% over the last three 

years, and the stock trades for 1.6 times LTM sales and 12.0 times forward EPS. 

 

Cemex (CX) - Mexico 

CX distributes building materials, primarily cement and concrete, across the globe with a particular fo-

cus on the Americas. CX has exposure to development in South America, as cement is required for pri-

vate and public developments alike. Revenue grew by 11.7% y/y in the most recent quarter, which is 

well above the three year average growth rate of 2.7%. The stock trades for 0.3 times LTM sales and 5.9 

times forward EPS. 
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Industrias Bachoco (IBA) - Mexico 

IBA is a Mexican agricultural producer, focusing mostly on chicken but with exposure to pork, turkey, 

beef, fish, and pet food as well. In the most recent quarter, revenue rose 25.9%, which is greater than 

the average revenue growth over the last three years (10.4%). Over the last three years, EPS have 

grown at an annual rate of 15.9%, and the company trades at a price to sales multiple of 0.5 and just 8.7 

times forward EPS. IBA has potential upside as supply chain disruptions make it more difficult for the US 

to distribute agricultural products to South America, a void that IBA can help fill.  

 

Grupo Televisa (TV) - Mexico 

TV provides consumers with cable/satellite services while also producing proprietary television series 

and movies. 59% of revenue is generated by cable & satellite services, while 36% originate from film & 

TV. In the most recent quarter, TV saw revenues rise by 3.3% y/y, which is above the three year average 

revenue growth rate of 0.8%. The stock trades just under one time LTM sales and 25.7 times forward 

EPS, which is relatively high for a company that has struggled to expand the topline in recent years. 

 

Jumia (JMIA) - Nigeria 

JMIA offers an online marketplace for a variety of products with a focus on Africa. JMIA is uniquely posi-

tioned to benefit from the uptick in internet adoption in Africa, which could make considerable pro-

gress if StarLink or similar initiatives are successful. In the most recent quarter, revenue increased by 

73.9% y/y, which is much higher than the three year average (8.2%). The stock is trading 3.2 times sales, 

and analysts expect revenue to expand by 44.6% in the coming 12 months. 

 

Credicorp (BAP) - Peru 

BAP is the largest bank in Peru. In the most recent quarter, revenues spiked 34.0% y/y and EPS grew by 

70.7%. The price to book ratio is currently 1.4, which is above the average of its comps (1.3), but EPS 

have grown at an average annual rate of 266.6% over the last three years. 

 

Grab Holdings (GRAB) - Singapore 

GRAB offers a range of digital solutions in Southeast Asia, including mobility, food, and package & gro-

cery delivery services. Additionally, the company provides mobile payment and financial services. In the 

most recent quarter, GRAB saw revenues rise by 5.6% y/y, which is significantly less than the annual 

growth rates seen in 2020 and 2021. The stock trades  15.2 times sales, which is quite expensive. 
 

Sea Ltd (SE) - Singapore 

SE offers ecommerce, entertainment and digital financial services primarily to Asia and Latin America. 

The company has exposure to a variety of emerging markets, which provides the benefit of diversifica-

tion. 51% of revenues are generated from their online marketplace, while 48% originates from the vid-

eo game segment. In the most recent quarter, SE saw revenues increase by 64.4% y/y, which is below 

the three year average (130.6%). The current P/S ratio is elevated at 3.8, which is reasonable given the 

growth rate. Analysts expect sales to rise 39.6% in the coming twelve months. 
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Gold Fields (GFI) - South Africa 

GFI is a global leader in gold mining, generating 80% of its revenue from precious metals and the re-

maining 20% from mining services. The company has operations in the Americas, Australia and Africa. In 

the most recent quarter, revenues increased by 3.5% y/y, but the three year average annual sales 

growth rate has been 18.0%. EPS have grown by 188.2% per year on average over the last three years, 

but margins compressed in the most recent quarter. This year’s rally in the price of gold will help the 

company, and the stock currently trades for just 9.1 times forward earnings and 2.1 times LTM sales. 

 

Sibanye Stillwater (SBSW) - South Africa 

SBSW is similar to GFI, except for the fact that the company has a larger addressable base of commodi-

ties. The company mines precious metals in South Africa and the Americas, with a primary focus on 

platinum and gold. Both of these commodities have moved higher recently, which will help SBSW ex-

pand margins. In the most recent quarter, the company saw revenue rise by 13.6%, and operating mar-

gins were 36.3% in the latest fiscal year. The stock trades for just 3.8 times forward earnings and 0.7 

times LTM sales, which have grown at an average annual rate of 51.3% over the last three years. 

 

Shoprite Holdings (SRGHY) - South Africa 

SRGHY is Africa’s largest supermarket retailer and owns and operates just under 3,000 stores in the 

continent. In the most recent quarter, revenues increased by 10.3% y/y, but margins remain tight 

(operating margins were 6.3% in the latest fiscal year) which is typical for companies in the grocery sec-

tor. The stock trades just 0.7 times LTM sales. 

 

Coupang (CPNG) - South Korea 

CPNG offers an ecommerce marketplace in South Korea and also provides mobile applications and web-

site hosting. Over the last three years, sales have grown at an average annual rate of 66.4%, and the 

most recent quarter saw a 21.6% sales increase y/y. The company is still operating at a loss and trades 

for 1.2 times LTM sales. Analysts expect revenue to rise by 30.1% over the next twelve months. 

 

KB Financial Group (KB) - South Korea 

KB provides a range of financial and banking services to customers with a primary focus on South Korea. 

Over the last three years, KB has seen revenues grow at an average annual rate of 8.5% while EPS have 

grown at an annual rate of 14.8%.  The stock trades for just 5.9 times earnings and 0.5 times LTM sales, 

but its growth is extremely correlated to the economic success of South Korea, who recently lowered 

their GDP outlook. 

 

LG Display (LPL) - South Korea 

LPL manufactures and distributes ultra-thin film transistors and displays. This technology has a variety 

of end-uses, including computers, TV’s, automotive displays and smartphones. In the most recent quar-

ter, revenues declined by 6.0% y/y, which lowered the average three year growth to 7.7%. The stock 

currently trades just 0.2 times sales, which are expected to decline by 10.1% in the coming 12 months. 
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Taiwan Semiconductor (TSM) - Taiwan 

TSM is the largest company in the Emerging Markets 50, being one of the largest semiconductor manu-

facturing companies in the world. The company focuses on contract manufacturing of semis and addi-

tionally designs proprietary chips. TSM has exposure to the broader semi industry, and in the most re-

cent quarter, saw revenues increase by 35.5% y/y, which outpaces the three year average annual 

growth rate of 15.8%. The stock trades 14.6 times forward earnings, and EPS has been growing rapidly 

(21.0% annually over the last three years). 

 

Fabrinet (FN) - Thailand 

FN provides manufacturing services across the globe with a primary focus on optical and electro-

mechanical services. In the most recent quarter, revenues grew by 17.8%, which outpaces the three 

year average rate of 11.2%. The stock trades for 1.2 times LTM sales and 11.6 times forward earnings, 

and EPS have grown at an average annual rate of 21.5% over the last three years. 

 

Yalla Group (YALA) - United Arab Emirates 

YALA offers a social media and entertainment platform with a primary focus on the Middle East and Af-

rica, giving the company exposure to internet adoption rates in the region. The platform is voice-centric 

and allows users to purchase virtual items, play games and chat with friends. In the most recent quar-

ter, YALA saw revenues spike by 6.9% y/y, which is significantly below the average annual growth rate 

over the last three years (88.3%). The stock currently trades for 2.2 times LTM sales and 5.7 times for-

ward earnings. 

 

Dlocal (DLO) - Uruguay 

DLO offers a payment platform that allows companies to reach emerging market consumers while DLO 

deals with the processing of payments and settlement of funds on the backend. DLO is an early-stage 

company and in the most recent quarter saw sales grow by 117.2%. The stock trades for 31.2 times LTM 

sales, but is well capitalized, which should allow the company to invest internally to improve offerings. 

This company has unique exposure to the broader emerging market space, making it an interesting, but 

expensive and speculative, stock. This is the most expensive stock relative to LTM sales in the Emerging 

Market 50.  However, sales and EPS are expected to grow by 115.7% and 96.3% over the next twelve 

months, respectively. 
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Disclaimer 

 

Bespoke Investment Group, LLC believes all information contained in this report to be accurate, but we 
do not guarantee its accuracy. None of the information in this report or any opinions expressed consti-
tutes a solicitation of the purchase or sale of any securities or commodities. This is not personalized ad-
vice. Investors should do their own research and/or work with an investment professional when making 
portfolio decisions. As always, past performance of any investment is not a guarantee of future results.  

The Bespoke Emerging Market 50 is meant to be an idea generator and does not represent an actual 
investment strategy.  Any performance shown does not represent the results of actual trading of inves-
tor assets or any client portfolio managed by Bespoke Investment Group, LLC.  Bespoke Investment 
Group, LLC does not recommend the Bespoke Emerging Market 50 as a basket to any of its portfolio 
management clients.  Any performance results shown are hypothetical and do not reflect any investor’s 
actual experience with owning, trading, or managing an actual investment account.  Bespoke represent-
atives or clients may have positions in securities discussed or mentioned in its published content. 
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Terms and Conditions 

By using our site (this “Site”), you are agreeing to comply with and be bound by the following terms and conditions. If you do not agree to the following terms and conditions, you 

may not use this Site. The terms “Bespoke”, “us”, “we” or “our” refer to Bespoke Investment Group, LLC. The term “Service” includes, but is not limited to, the text, content, 

graphics, audio or video produced by Bespoke and appearing on this Site. The terms “you” and “your” refer to the user of the Service or viewer of this Site. 

Acceptance of Agreement 

By using this Site, you represent to us that you have read and agree to the terms and conditions set forth in this legal statement, which constitutes a legal and binding agreement 

between you and us (the “Agreement”). This Agreement constitutes the only and entire agreement between you and us, and supersedes all prior or contemporaneous agree-

ments, representations, warranties and understandings with respect to your use of the Site and the Service. This Agreement may be amended at any time by us, and from time to 

time, without any notice to you. The latest Agreement will be posted on the Site, and you should review the Agreement prior to using or viewing this Site or the Service. You also 

agree to comply with U.S. law regarding the transmission of any information or data obtained from the Site or the Service in accordance with this Agreement. You also agree to 

not disrupt or interfere with the Site or the Service or use the Site or the Service for illegal purposes. 

Copyrights and Trademarks 

The works of authorship contained in the Service, including but not limited to all data, design, text, images, charts, audio, video or other data compilations or collective works, 

and all trademarks, trade names, service marks and other intellectual property, are owned, except as otherwise expressly stated, by Bespoke or one of our data providers, and 

may not be copied, reproduced, transmitted, displayed, performed, distributed, rented, sublicensed, altered, stored for subsequent use or otherwise used in whole or in part in 

any manner without the prior written consent of Bespoke in each instance. This Site and the Service are protected by copyrights, trademarks, service marks, international treaties, 

and/or other proprietary rights and laws of the United States. The Site and the Service are also protected as collective works or compilations under U.S. copyright and other laws 

and treaties. All individual articles, columns, and other elements making up the Site or the Service are also copyrighted works. You agree to abide by all additional copyright 

notices or restrictions contained in the Site or the Service. 

Disclaimer and Limitations of Liability 

All information, data and analysis provided by the Site or the Service is for informational and educational purposes only and is not a recommendation to buy or sell a security or 

basket of securities, including but not limited to equities, options and other derivative products, fixed income products, and ETFs. The Service is produced without regard to 

individual levels of sophistication or investment experience, and without regard to the suitability of individuals who may access the Service. You understand and agree that the 

Service does not constitute a specific recommendation of any particular investment, security, portfolio, transaction, or strategy, nor that any specific course of action is suitable 

for any specific person. You understand and agree that no Bespoke analysts or other personnel shall advise you with regard to your investments, and you therefore agree that 

you shall not attempt to contact Bespoke or any Bespoke personnel seeking personalized investment advice. You further understand and agree that all content in the Service is 

impersonal and not tailored to any specific investment needs or suitability requirements, including yours.  

 

You understand that performance data is supplied by sources believed to be reliable, that the calculations herein are made using such data, and that such calculations are not 

guaranteed by these sources, the information providers, or any other person or entity, and may not be complete. All content on the Site is presented only as of the date published 

or indicated, and may be superseded by subsequent market events or for other reasons. In addition, you are responsible for setting the cache settings on your browser to ensure 

you are receiving the most recent data. 

 

All information, data and analysis contained in the Site or the Service are provided “AS IS” and without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied. Bespoke believes all 

information, data and analysis contained in the Service to be accurate, but does not guarantee its accuracy. Under no circumstances, including, but not limited to, negligence, 

shall Bespoke, any of Bespoke´s affiliates, employees, or other third party data providers be liable to you for direct, indirect, consequential, incidental, special, punitive or exem-

plary damages even if an authorized Bespoke representative has been advised specifically of the possibility of such damages, arising from the use of or inability to use the Site or 

the Service, such as, but not limited to, losses, loss of revenue, anticipated profits or lost business. Applicable law may not allow the limitation or exclusion of liability or incidental 

or consequential damages. In no event shall Bespoke´s total liability to you for all damages, losses, and causes and action (whether in contract or tort, including but not limited to 

negligence) exceed the amount paid by you, if any, for accessing this Site or using the Service. All opinions expressed on this Site are subject to change without notice, and you 

should always obtain current information and perform appropriate due diligence before making trades or investment decisions. Bespoke, any of Bespoke´s affiliates, employees, 

or other third party data providers may have long or short positions in the securities discussed in the Service and may purchase or sell such securities without notice. Bespoke 

uses various methods to evaluate investments which may, at times, produce contradictory recommendations with respect to the same securities. When evaluating the results of 

prior Bespoke recommendations or Bespoke performance rankings, you should also consider that Bespoke may modify the methods it uses to evaluate investment opportunities 

from time to time. For this and for many other reasons, the performance of Bespoke´s past recommendations or investments is not a guarantee of future results. 

 

The securities mentioned in this Site or in the Service may not be eligible for sale in some states or countries, nor be suitable for all types of investors; their value and income they 

produce may fluctuate and/or be adversely affected by exchange rates, interest rates or other factors.  

Governing Law 

This Agreement and your use of the Site and Service will be governed by the laws of the State of New York, as applied to contracts entered into between New York residents and 

performed in New York. Any dispute arising out of this Agreement or your use of the Site or the Service will be heard only in the state or federal courts located in Westchester 

County, New York USA, and you consent and submit to the personal jurisdiction of such courts. 

Interpretation 

If any provision of this Agreement is found invalid or unenforceable, that provision will be enforced to the maximum extent permissible, and the other provisions of the Agree-

ment will remain in force.  This Agreement states the entire agreement between you and us relating to use of the Site or the Service.  This Agreement may not be amended ex-

cept as provided above. 

Contact 

If you have any questions, concerns or comments, please email client@bespokeinvest.com.  


